MANIFESTO

I, Aniruddh Shetty(140070004), contesting for the post of Hostel Sports Councillor, if elected propose to do the following:

Initiatives

- Improve **skating culture** in our hostel by bringing new skates in our inventory and also by conducting workshops coordinating with the Institute skating club for the same.
- Introduce **Badminton open**. It will be an inter wing tournament in **Davis Cup** format(2 singles and 2 doubles) where each wing can send 2 teams.
- Bring **digital display** in the mess so that the hostel inmates are better informed about the GC events and their results.
- All the intras held will be clubbed under an **inter wing tournament** to promote wing culture in the hostel.
- Make Badminton markings on the basketball court so that there is another badminton court.
- Construct a 20ft x 10ft **wall for Lawn Tennis** practice beside basketball court.
- Bring poker set and **board games** like Risk, Business, Monopoly etc.

General Championship(GCs)

- For every GC, there will be two awards, **Emerging player** (for the freshies) and **Player of the GC** (for others excluding Inter IIT players) which will be awarded at the GALA dinner.
- For Crossy GC, top 50 of the crossy GC will be given hostel T-shirt and the Top 10 will be given adidas shoes worth INR 2500.
- A meet will be held prior to every GC headed by the captain of the corresponding GC to decide the team and strategy related to the GC.
- A whatsapp group will be made in the beginning of the semester for every GC and I, and the tentative team members will be added in it.
A **collective database** will be made for the GC along with that of intras which will be taken online and offline during mess hours
Coordinate with G.S. Sports, Institute Secretaries and other Hostel’s Sports Councillors to work out feasible timings for the GCs
Ensure participation and proper practice of all the GCs.
Ensure that every secretary knows how to handle a DSLR and photos will be taken of every GC
Ensure first aid kit is taken for every GC

**HOSTEL EVENTS**

- All the hostel sports events will be inter wing to promote wing culture in the hostel. There are four wings in the hostel and each wing will send 2-3 teams according to the sport
- For the inter wing tournament, a representative will be chosen from each wing who will select the teams from each wing. A list of all players sportwise from his wing will be given to him to choose from
- A total of 9 events are planned out now which are Woofle, Volleyball, Cricket, Badminton, **Pool, TT, Carrom**, Darts, Tug of war.
- The format of all the intras will be of the Davis cup type (2 singles + 2 doubles) so that no single person will dominate the intra.
- These events are planned out such that every intra is before the GC so that we get to know the right players for the GC.
- **Flexes** of each team will be put up for woofle
- Ensure screening of important football and cricket matches
- Ensure proper maintenance of football, badminton, and volleyball courts. Put **tarpaulin** on them for rainy season
- All Sports equipments will be purchased after consulting a player of that sport
- Sports equipment tally will be taken every month

**CREDENTIALS**

- Sports secretary
- National Level Chess player
- AAVRITI web manager
- Entrepreneurship cell coordinator
- Took part in NSO football